Evaluation of Monocular Depth Cues on a High-Dynamic-Range Display for Visualization
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The aim of this work is to identify the depth cues that provide intuitive depth-ordering when used to visualize abstract data. In particular we focus on the depth cues that are effective on a high-dynamic-range (HDR) display: contrast and brightness. In an experiment participants were shown a visualization of the volume layers at different depths with a single isolated monocular cue as the only indication of depth. The observers were asked to identify which slice of the volume appears to be closer. The results show that brightness, contrast and relative size are the most effective monocular depth cues for providing an intuitive depth ordering.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Multiple layered abstract data is difficult to visualize on 2D displays, especially when the spatial arrangement of depth needs to be shown. One of the methods used is to remove less important layers to reveal underlying layers [Viola et al. 2005]. Although the layers are revealed, they often appear as painted on a skin outer surface (Figure 1(a)). Transparency is another method that is used for visualising volumes [Krüger et al. 2006]. In this case, the front layer is partially transparent, which provides the user with an intuitive depth cue. However, as shown in Figure 1(b), the depth order is not easy to see and it often needs to be deduced from the knowledge of the visualized phenomena, which is the human anatomy in this case.
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In this work, we use a high-dynamic-range (HDR) display [Seetzen et al. 2004] to determine whether it can provide a better impression of depth order when visualising abstract data on 2D displays. While conventional displays are usually restricted by the peak luminance of 200-500 cd/m² and the contrast 1000:1, HDR displays can produce as high luminance as 4,000-8,000 cd/m² and contrast exceeding 10,000:1. Such a luminance range is much closer to that found in physical scenes. The images shown on such displays are strongly preferred [Daly et al. 2013] but there are also indications that the expanded contrast range can enhance contrast perception [Rempel et al. 2011].

Depth perception enables our visual system to perceive objects in 3D rather than flat. The human visual system integrates information from multiple depth cues to reconstruct 3D information from 2D retinal images. Typically, depth cues can be classified into three main categories: oculomotor, binocular and monocular depth cues. These cues help to estimate size and distance of objects in the 3D world by giving a more accurate interpretation regarding the perceived images [Held and Cooper 2010]. Depth cues may also be classified as physiological and psychological cues [Cutting and Vishoton 1995]. When judging distance using monocular cues, we depend more on cognitive psychological responses. However, with the binocular cues accommodation and convergence, we use physiological mechanisms, such as pupil dilation and eye convergence to judge distance. All monocular cues are psychological cues.

The monocular cues that are investigated in this paper are: blur, contrast, shadow, relative size, brightness, overlap and transparency. Although the transparency, in fact, is not one of the monocular depth cues, it is commonly used in visualization of a multiple layer phenomena. We chose these cues because all of them contribute, in some extent, to depth ordering.

2. RELATED WORK

Depth cues have been extensively studied. Surdick et al. [1994] conducted an experiment comparing depth cues to check which cue provides the most effective depth information. They tested seven cues (relative brightness, relative size, relative height, linear perspective, foreshortening, texture gradient and stereopsis) using a modified Wheatstone stereoscopic display. They found that the effectiveness of the perspective cue (linear perspective, foreshortening, and texture gradient) was superior to other cues, including relative brightness. Their study, however, was restricted to standard low-dynamic-range displays.

Mather and Smith [2004] tried to find the effect of the available number of depth cues on the speed and accuracy of depth ordering judgment. They used three depth cues (blur, contrast and interposition) and found that the observers responded faster when three cues were present than when only one cue
was present. Our aim is to check which monocular depth cues provide an intuitive depth ordering when no other cues are available.

Marshall et al. [1996] discuss how blur can be used to establish depth-order. They argued that the edge between the blurred and unblurred part plays an important role in depth order judgment. Mather [1996] claimed that sharp edges make the unblurred part look closer.

In images that contain a different amount of contrast, the furthermost objects will have less contrast than the nearest objects [Ichihara et al. 2007]. Rempel et al. [2011] found that observers perceived increases in contrast to correspond with increases in perceived depth. Blackburn et al. [1994] claimed that contrast is an effective depth cue in the absence of other depth cues.

Depth can also be estimated between objects according to their cast shadow [Mamassian et al. 1998]. Elder et al. [2004] argued that our visual system is capable of rapid judgment of depth depending on shadow properties.

The relative size of a familiar object or two similar objects can provide a strong depth cue. But also other cues can affect the perception of size. For example, in the “corridor illusion” phenomenon [Fineman 1981] two objects of identical size are located in the near and far end of a corridor (without accounting for the perspective projection). The linear perspective and texture gradient cues [Aks 1996] of the corridor make the object in the near end of the corridor appear larger even though the geometric size of both objects is exactly the same.

Overlapping is one of the cues that occurs in most images. Objects in an image might be fully or partially overlapped with each other. Edges, generated by partial overlapping, play an important role in depth ordering. Bertamini and Lawson [2008] showed that the response in the figure-ground segmentation task is faster when the surface in front is bounded by a convex contour instead of a straight contour. We named this particular overlap cue “convex.”

Since closer objects tend to reflect more light than distant objects, brightness is an effective cue for depth ordering. Increasing the luminance of an object of interest will make the object appear closer [Swain 2000].

Transparency in an image gives a perception of a multiple layers. Zheng et al. [2012] claimed that transparency is the important visual cue in the perception of depth ordering for semi-transparent structures. When two or more semi-transparent layers are overlapped, they may or may not give rise to X-junctions (crossing of two semi-transparent edges), which affect the perception of transparency (refer to Figure 2). Adelson et al. [1990] claim that X-junctions can determine the nature of transparent intersections and depth ordering of the layers. Depending on the luminance in the region surrounding the X-junction, as shown in the small squares in Figure 2, they classify X-junctions into three types:

(a) Non-reversing (ambiguous cue)
(b) Single-reversing (effective cue)
(c) Double-reversing (no transparency)
types: non-reversing, single-reversing and double-reversing junctions. Transparency can be seen only in non-reversing and single-reversing X-junctions (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Non-reversing X-junctions cause bistable percepts that give an ambiguous perception of depth ordering, since either layer can be seen as a transparent filter. The correct depth order can be figured out only for the single-reversing type [Delogu et al. 2010; Singh and Anderson 2002; Anderson 1997].

3. EXPERIMENT

We conducted an experiment to determine which monocular cues provide intuitive depth ordering when all other cues are reduced or eliminated. We visualized a volume by slicing it diagonally, starting either from the left or the right side (Figures 4(a) and 4(b)). This simulates a practical scenario in which it is necessary to reveal the internal layers of a volume. Also, since the visualized volumetric data is mostly abstract, it is almost impossible to guess the correct depth ordering from the content of the volumetric data and without any depth cues. Four computerized tomography (CT) volumes\(^1\) were used in this experiment. Each volume consists of four slices of \(512 \times 512\) pixels (see Figure 3). To reveal more detail and also to reduce the need for large luminance contrast, we used a false-color map instead of gray-scale images.

The fifth volume was generated from the superposition of 3D Gaussian functions with randomized parameters. Then, we took four slices of the resulting 3D function. Gaussian noise was added to the volume in order to better see the effect of blur and transparency cues. Such an abstract volume was introduced to see the effect of each cue without any contextual information (see Figure 11).

To prevent any possibility of guessing the depth order from the volume content, a set of “flipped” volumes was created, in which each slice was flipped horizontally and in depth (along z-axis). Figure 5

\(^1\)CT volumes are the courtesy of OsiriX Imaging Software: http://www.osirix-viewer.com/datasets/.
3.1 Observers

Twenty one volunteers participated in this experiment, seven female and fourteen male, between 23 and 40 years old. All observers had normal or corrected to normal vision. All observers were naive to the objective of the experiment.

3.2 Stimuli

Seven cues were used in the experiment: blur, convex, contrast, shadow, relative size, brightness and transparency. In the following paragraphs we explain how these cues were generated.

**Blur cue.** Marshall et al. [1996] argued that the appearance of an edge, that separates blurred and sharp region, is important for determining the depth order. They demonstrate that if the separating edge is sharp, the sharp region (in focus) is perceived as closer. Figure 6(a) shows an example of the blur cue stimulus.

To generate an image with the blur cue, the left-most column was kept sharp while the other three columns were partially blurred, starting from their left side towards the middle of the column. Sinusoidal lines were used to separate the columns and provide a stronger cue. This procedure was performed to produce the blur cue possibly similar to that employed by Marshall et al. [1996]. The blur was using a Gaussian kernel with the standard deviation ranging from $\sigma = 20$ on the side corresponding to the depth discontinuity, to $\sigma = 0.1$ in the middle of the column. According to Marshall et al. [1996], we expected the observers to choose the leftmost side as the closest.

**Overlap cue** (also known as interposition cue). Bertamini and Lawson [2008] showed that because of convexity, observers responded faster when asked to report on depth order, when two surfaces were overlapped by a curved line. Therefore, to generate an overlapped cue stimulus that corresponds to a left cut, Figure 6(b), we used curved lines to separate the columns. This way the curve direction...
opposed the cut direction (for example; for a left cut, the direction of the curves will be towards the right). According to Bertamini and Lawson [2008] we expected the observers to choose the leftmost side as the closest.

**Contrast cue.** To generate a contrast cue stimulus, each of the slices had its contrast modified so that the closest slice had the highest contrast. Before modifying slices, we converted them from the gamma corrected sRGB into a linear RGB color space and computed the relative luminance value for each pixel. Then, we adjusted the luminance contrast using the equation:

\[
L_{out} = \left( \frac{L_{in}}{P} \right)^c \cdot P,
\]

where \(L_{in}\) and \(L_{out}\) are input/output luminance, \(P\) is a luminance that should remain unchanged (usually background luminance) and \(c\) is the contrast modification factor. Since contrast change affects the perceived saturation of colors, it is necessary to correct for that. This can be achieved using the color transfer equation [Mantiuk et al. 2009]:

\[
C_{out} = \left( \frac{C_{in}}{L_{in}} \right)^s \cdot L_{out},
\]

where \(C\) denotes one of the color channels (red, green, or blue), and \(s\) controls color saturation. Mantiuk et al. [2009] provide an empirical equation for finding the proper saturation correction factor:

\[
s(c) = \frac{(1 + k_1)c_{k_2}}{1 + k_1c_{k_2}},
\]

where \(k_1\) and \(k_2\) are constants with the values 1.6674 and 0.9925 respectively.

Each slice in a volume was assigned a different \(c\) value depending on the direction of the cut. The \(c\) values (1, 1.7, 2.93 and 4.98) were selected to differ by a constant ratio, which resulted in approximately equal increase in perceived contrast. Figure 7 shows an example of the contrast stimulus at three virtual exposures.

**Shadow cue.** Shadows help to determine a distance between objects. Shadows and in particular self-shadows can be efficiently approximated using the ambient occlusion method [Landis 2002]. Figure 8(a) shows a stimulus for a left-cut volume with a shadow cue. We generated a contact shadow for the right side of the first column of the first slice and merged it with the second column of the second slice. A sample space ambient occlusion (SSAO) algorithm [Mendez 2010] was used to generate shadows. We speculate that the observer will select the leftmost column as the closest side. To reproduce an equal distance between each slice, the size of the shadow spread was the same.
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Fig. 7. Contrast stimulus. Because the stimulus is a high dynamic range image, it is shown at three different exposure values.

Fig. 8. Shadow and transparency cues for the left-cut of the volume. (a) An ambient occlusion was used to generate a shadow-like between columns. (b) The removed parts of the slices were made transparent.

Transparency cue. Talbot’s law states that the reflectance of a fusion color is the weighted average of the reflectance of its component color proportions mixed together [Beck et al. 1984]. Talbot’s law can be expressed by the following equation:

\[ c = \alpha a + (1 - \alpha)b, \]  

where \( a \) and \( b \) are reflectance of the component colors that are going to be mixed together, \( c \) is the reflectance of the fusion color and \( \alpha \) is the transparency factor (between 0 and 1). Equation (4) was the origin of alpha blending that is commonly known in computer graphics today [Kasrai 2004]. Alpha blending is a process used to produce transparency by combining two or more transparent foreground layers with a background layer using the equation [Bavoil and Myers 2008]:

\[ C_n = \alpha_n C_n + (1 - \alpha_n)\alpha_{n-1}C_{n-1} + (1 - \alpha_n)(1 - \alpha_{n-1})\alpha_{n-2}C_{n-2} + \cdots \]

\[ (1 - \alpha_n)(1 - \alpha_{n-1})...(1 - \alpha_1)C_0, \]

where \( C_n \) is the output color, \( \alpha_x \) is the alpha value of layer \( x \), and \( C_x \) is the color of layer \( x \) and \( C_0 \) represents the background layer.

The stimuli were generated by making the parts of the slices transparent instead of removing them (as shown in Figure 4). The alpha values were: \( \alpha_4 = 1, \alpha_3 = 0.5, \alpha_2 = 0.333 \) and \( \alpha_1 = 0.25 \), where \( \alpha_4 \) corresponds to the nearest slice. The background color \( C_0 \) was black (red, green and blue components equal to 0). Alpha values were chosen to result in identical contribution of each layer. An example of the transparency stimulus is shown in Figure 8(b).

Relative size cue. Given a perspective projection and equal sized objects, the closest object will appear larger than the farthest object. The relative size cues were generated by reducing the size of each consecutive slice to 75% of the previous slice. An example of the relative size cue is shown in Figure 9.
This cue could be considered as one of the control conditions as we expect very few wrong answers for this very suggestive cue.

**Brightness cue.** Given two similar objects, the brighter one will appear to be closer to the observer [Gibson 1950]. The stimulus was created by increasing the luminance of each slice in a volume with higher luminance assigned to closer slices. We set the peak luminance of each slice to 2000 cd/m², 737 cd/m², 271 cd/m² and 100 cd/m², from the closest to the farthest. The values correspond to equidistant points in the logarithmic space, which result in approximately the same steps in perceived brightness. Figure 10 shows an example of the brightness cue image as three different exposures of the corresponding HDR image.

**Control condition “no cue”**. We also introduced images with no cues to the experiment, such as the one in Figure 5. They were used as a control condition for which the observers were expected to provide random answers. We use the label “No cue” for this condition.

### 3.3 Apparatus

The images were generated in the linearized RGB color space (ITU-R BT.709 color primaries) and displayed using an experimental HDR display. The device was a modified version the SBT1.3 model ([Seetzen et al. 2004]), which consisted of a 4 000 lumen projector and a 15” LCD panel with a resolution of 1024 × 768 pixels. The device’s peak luminance was 2446 cd/m² and the black level was 0.01 cd/m². The details on the display can be found in Wanat et al. [2012]. The viewing distance between each observer and the display screen was approximately 80 cm. The room lights were switched off to avoid screen reflections and maximize display contrast.

### 3.4 Procedure

Each observer was asked to read an instruction, which asked to select the slice (the leftmost or the rightmost) of the displayed image that appeared closer. The observer had to make the best guess if he or she was unsure which depth ordering was correct (two alternative forced choice). An observer could cancel and repeat the last measurement in a rare case of pressing a wrong key. The instruction
explained how the images were created by slicing volumes and projecting them orthogonally. Each experimental session was preceded by a short training session to ensure good understanding of the task. In each session, the observer judged all 160 images (5 volumes × 2 cuts × 2 flips × 8 cues).

4. RESULTS

To test for the statistical significance, the data were analyzed using the Binomial test assuming the null hypothesis $H_0$ that the cue has no effect on the perceived depth ordering and the observers make random choices. The binomial probability distribution is given by Cunningham and Wallraven [2011]:

$$P(X = x) = \binom{n}{x} p^x (1 - p)^{n-x} \quad x = 0, 1, \ldots, n,$$

where $P(X)$ is the probability of $X$ successes, $p$ is the probability of success on any one trial (0.5 in our case) and $n$ is the number of trials. We tested the hypothesis at the $\alpha = 0.05$ significance level.

For each cue, we tested for $H_0$ by computing the probability of observing a given number of correct answers assuming that the observers were guessing. Then, $H_0$ was rejected when the probability was below the critical value. Figure 11 shows the result for all observers. The red-dashed lines mark the critical region for the Binomial test: all results within the range limited by the dashed lines are not statistically significant (shown in red).

The control condition cue (“No cue”) has no effect on depth ordering, which means that it was impossible to tell the depth order given no cue. This confirms that the stimuli were well balanced and the depth ordering could not be deduced from the content of volumes alone.

We found no statistically significant effect for the transparency cue in the case of two volumes: Abstract (50%) and Knee-2 (57.1%). This could be explained by the lack of single-reversing X-junctions in the depicted volumes (refer to Figure 2). Such ambiguity of depth ordering can also be seen for Knee-1 (60.7%) and Knee-3 (60.7%) volumes since $H_0$ was barely rejected. The highest correct rate for the transparency cue was achieved for the Lung volume (64%), which contains strong edges and thus makes the slices easier to recognize, as shown in Figure 8(b). Our findings showed that the transparency cue was strongly affected by the nature of the images. Moreover, the transparency cue has the lowest percentage of correct judgment among all other cues. This result is of particular interest, given that transparency is a common method of presenting multi-layered phenomena in visualization.

Another cue that is also affected by the content of the volume is blur. The $H_0$ could not be rejected for the abstract volume (58%). The most likely reason for that is the lack of high frequencies and sharp edges in this volume, which are necessary to perceive blur. This cue could also be unsuitable for the visualization application in which blurring and therefore the loss of details is not permissible.

For all the remaining cues the results are statistically significant for all volumes, which means that there is an evidence that these cues help in the depth ordering task. However, the success rate varies between the cues.

The convex cue yielded a success rate of 75.96%. This lower than expected success rate can be explained by the nature of the volumes, which resulted in slices of very similar color. To show the effect of convex contour on the depth perception, Bertamini and Marko [2006], Bertamini and Lawson [2008], Bertamini and Croucher [2003] and Vecera et al. [2002] used two contrasting colors to separate the two layers. There was no such color difference in our stimuli.

Similar success rates observed for the shadow cue, through all volumes except the abstract, suggests that it is not affected by the content within the volume. The shadow produced success rate of 83.32%. The false ordering, in the case of shadow, was most likely caused by the ambiguity between shadow and shading; the observer may see the “shadow” as if it was shading of a curved surface. Because of this ambiguity, the observer may assume that the volume is illuminated from the right, consist of curved
Fig. 11. Percentage of correct depth ordering judgments for each monocular cue. The error bars show 95% confidence intervals. The data points marked in red indicate no statistically significant effect of a given cue on the depth ordering performance.
surfaces and the order of the slices is opposite to the intended order (refer to Figure 12(b)). Another weak point of adding shadow is that less details could be visible in the shaded parts of an image.

The contrast, brightness and relative size cues have the highest ratio of correct judgment with the average of 91.68%, 92.86% and 92.62% respectively. Relative size is a very strong cue that could be used with any type of display device. However, it requires that the presented phenomena contains the features of common or known size. In our case, it was the equal size of the volume slices. It also requires perspective rather than orthogonal projection, which may be less suitable in some applications. Brightness and contrast cues provide intuitive depth ordering independently of the content or shape of the visualized volume. This supports our hypothesis that an HDR display can be useful in visualization applications. From these two cues, the brightness cue could be more universal as it does not affect the contrast of the displayed data.

Contrary to our expectations, some cues, such as transparency and blur, resulted in very poor performance in the depth ordering task. Also, convex overlap and shadow cues were not as strong as we expected. Such a result could be specific to our dataset, which consists mostly of abstract CT images, often lacking strong edges, and 4 discrete depth layers. We also expected the relative size to result in the highest probability. However, surprisingly, the brightness cue resulted in very comparable performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The focus of this study was to test which monocular depth cues are the most effective in applications that require visualization of abstract 3D data. We found that each individual cue increased a likelihood of correct depth ordering beyond a chance; however, such probability varies greatly between the cues. Although transparency is probably the most commonly used mean to visualize multi-layered data, it was the least effective with the lowest percentage of correct order judgments. Low success rate was also observed for the blur and convex cues. The shadow cue provided a better success rate but not as much as expected. Unsurprisingly, the relative size cue resulted in high success rate. However, such cue could be much less effective if the visualized data did not contain elements of common size. The most interesting observation was high success rate for two cues that utilized the extended dynamic range of an HDR display: contrast and brightness. Their success rate was comparable to the best performing cue: relative size. This indicated a potential of using HDR displays in visualization applications.

The results of our study apply to the case of parallel slices of CT scans and more experiments need to be done to confirm whether these findings generalize to more complex cases. For example, altering brightness of a complex shape may result in interpreting the brightness change as shading due to surface curvature rather than discontinuity in depth. This ambiguity can be partially addressed by
introducing steep luminance change on an HDR display, which will be interpreted as illumination discontinuity rather than shading. However, a significant luminance contrast in an image may result in disability glare (scattering the light in eye’s optics and on the retina) and reduce the visibility of details in dark regions. In our future work we will experiment with such complex cases and test whether the current results carry over to more natural settings. Furthermore, we wish to experiment with a combination of monocular depth cues, as such a combination is expected to improve the accuracy and speed of depth detection [Mather and Smith 2004].
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